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The former morality, namely Kant’s, demanded of the indi-
vidual actions which one desired of all men: that was a very
naïve thing; as if everyone knew without further ado what
mode of action would benefit all mankind, that is, what
actions at all are desirable; it is a theory like that of free trade;
presupposing that universal harmony must result of itself in
accordance with innate laws of progress. Perhaps some future
survey of the requirements of mankind will show that it is
absolutely not desirable that all men should act in the same
way, but rather that in the interests of ecumenical goals whole
tracts of mankind ought to have special, perhaps under certain
circumstances even evil, tasks imposed upon them.

—Friedrich Nietzsche,
Human, All Too Human
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capitalism inside an organization 7

i met robert frisbee over a game of chess in a café in
Portland, Oregon. It was through his business, FirstPoint
Communications, that I ultimately became involved with
the Enron Corporation at the upper echelons of their
International division, where I worked until a few months
before their historic collapse. I remember being quite
taken by this spontaneous, exuberant man with his
Renaissance-like range of interests and passions, quoting
Nietzsche in one breath (“Do not stare into the abyss for it
may stare back into you”) and laying out the precise eco-
nomics of last-mile telecommunications access in the next.
After graduating from Harvard, Frisbee had moved to
Portland’s inner city, taken up playing piano with a jazz
band, and helped build a telecommunications company
that he’d recently left with some unresolved emotions.
Somewhere during our chess game, we discovered a com-
plementarity of approaches: his was aggressive with quick
attempts at offense; mine was to do as little as possible to
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8 pravin j. jain

avert his attacks until his frustration led him to create
opportunities for me.
When I met him in 1996, Frisbee was in the process of

starting up FirstPoint. Along with a wholesome strength of
will, I sensed an emotional fragility in him. Ayn Rand
must have envisioned someone much like him in Atlas
Shrugged when she described “the builders.” Their fragility
comes from an extraordinarily high level of sensitivity that
enables them to sense the void in a marketplace; they are
drawn to fill this void much like air rushing in to fill a
vacuum. To those of us observing from outside, they appear
to be men possessed with vision. A few days after we met,
as Frisbee and I worked side by side in his wood shop carv-
ing out chess pieces, he invited me to join his new start-up
as a consultant. He was looking for a way to transform this
little regional company into a national player.
The company consisted, as he put it, of a few people

with laptops and a couple of fiber-optic rings. It was
tucked away in the basement of Portland’s World Trade
Center along with the formal, rather somber corporate
headquarters of Portland General Electric. Working as a
consultant, Frisbee had convinced PGE to fund his new
venture. Deregulation in the telecom industry had
spawned a new breed of companies that needed to build
their own infrastructure to compete with local monopo-
lies. PGE’s electricity towers offered a potentially quick
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capitalism inside an organization 9

and inexpensive way to build and sell them fiber-optic
lines. A group of local entrepreneurs had proposed just
such a venture to PGE several years before and were turned
down by Ken Harrison, the company’s CEO. When the
earlier proposal found funding and success elsewhere (as a
very significant and successful company called Electric
Lightwave), Harrison took notice and this time around
gave quick approval. The new venture, called FirstPoint
Communications, was set up as a wholly owned subsidiary
of PGE, with Frisbee as president reporting to both
Harrison and PGE’s CFO, a man by the name of
Joe Hirko.
On my first day at work, I walked up to a whiteboard

where Frisbee, with his usual wide arching swings, drew up
lines that roughly resembled a U.S. map. He said that my
assignment was to assemble a consortium of West Coast
utilities, pool together their real estate holdings, and build
a fiber-optics network from Portland to Los Angeles via
Salt Lake City. As I was reflecting on all the words he had
said that were foreign to me (“consortium,” “fiber-optics,”
“West Coast utilities”) he added: “Oh, and this needs to
happen within five weeks. I know it is asking for the
impossible, but you are the man to do it!” I was puzzled by
his certainty. Our chess game couldn’t have given him
nearly enough information about me to form this judg-
ment; it had to be pure instinct.
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After meeting with several utilities folks one-on-one, I
invited them to come to an all-day meeting at a hotel near
Portland airport on September 19, Frisbee’s deadline. I had
hired Katherine Poling, an old associate from my consult-
ing days in San Francisco, and armed with some five-dollar
business cards from Kinko’s we set off to the hotel meeting
room, wondering if anyone was going to show up. Our
company’s name was not enough to compel anyone into
partnership in a $150 million project. The whole endeavor
felt unreal and preposterous. The only thing that kept us
moving forward was that confident look on Frisbee’s face
when he said I was the man to get the job done.
To our surprise and relief, the room soon began to fill

up with vice presidents of different utilities. Most sat with
thick consulting studies stacked neatly in front of them.
Some had spent several hundred thousand dollars on con-
sultants, and yet they seemed helplessly unsure of them-
selves. I started off by asking each one to introduce his
company and involvement in fiber optics. The uneasiness
such a simple question created amazed me. Their eyes were
scanning the room, searching for guidance.

As I looked around, it occurred to me that I was seeing
the instinct-shaping effects of long-held monopolies. Every
monopoly gets charged with a singular objective. Electric
utilities, for example, are charged with keeping the lights
on, whatever it takes. For the telecommunications utilities
it is dial tone at all times. To create ultimate reliability
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capitalism inside an organization 11

these industry leaders had diligently institutionalized cer-
tain practices and then repeated them endlessly for flawless
execution. Instincts developed for building reliability were
obviously different from those required for dealing with
the Darwinian dynamism of free markets. Yet these leaders
desperately wanted to be regarded by others as business-
men—society simply gave higher status and rewards to
leaders in the business world than to guys who kept the
lights on. Their emulation of entrepreneurial gestures,
without the right instincts, was a sad thing to watch. This
recognition proved to be invaluable in my dealings with
Enron and the world of monopolies Enron was taking on.
By the end of the day it became clear that only two of

those present were prepared to take the jump into my pro-
posed venture: a feisty man from Butte, Montana, and an
awkward fellow from Tulsa, Oklahoma, both of whom
came from unregulated divisions of their power compa-
nies. With them we built a fiber-optic network from
Portland to Los Angeles via Salt Lake City. It turned out to
be a wildly successful project. Before construction even
began, we had enough purchase commitments to cover
nearly the entire capital expenditure. Aside from generat-
ing fabulous margins and cash flows, it catapulted
FirstPoint Communications into position as a national
player. Unfortunately this success also became the cause of
infighting for control of FirstPoint and ultimately brought
on the end of Frisbee’s tenure there.
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The spectacle of these hesitant utility leaders reminded me
of my socialist upbringing in India. After gaining inde-
pendence from Great Britain, India chose to manage her
economy by forming a range of socialist institutions
charged with objectives much like the U.S. monopolies.
Unfortunately, along with accomplishing these very
worthy objectives, such as agricultural self-sufficiency, this
approach created a massive number of civil servants who
lacked entrepreneurial instincts. In spite of tedious plans
and the backbreaking struggles of the working classes,
nothing quite seemed to work. Ubiquitous lines emerged
for everything: lines for cooking fuel, lines for sugar, and
even lines for more lines. It created a sense of despair and
embarrassment among young educated Indians like
myself.
Contrary to the myth of immigrants being attracted to

the U.S. by the prospect of a better future, I believe that
many arrive here in search of a new past. Given our
education and place in society, my immigrant friends and
I would have done just fine in India. The main force that
pushed us toward the strange and unfamiliar shores of
America was a compelling urge to get away from a past
that precluded the freedom to experiment or innovate. My
own past in India would have saddled me with far too
many inhibitions to even imagine the range of things I
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capitalism inside an organization 13

have been able to explore in the U.S.: graduate studies in
unrelated fields; leading engineering teams in the design of
cutting-edge products; teaching physics; operating a paper
mill; starting up high-tech companies; and writing have
been only a few of the indulgences! Erase a past and sud-
denly several new futures become possible.
Walking through PGE’s hallways, amidst all the cubi-

cles plastered with Dilbert cartoons, I found myself think-
ing also of a contrasting condition. A small sector of the
Indian market had somehow escaped the attention of the
socialists. Groups of illiterate people had taken on the
business of delivering hot lunches in Bombay, a city of 10
million people. Bombay’s infrastructure was so poor that
just getting around in a private car could take three to four
hours. These entrepreneurs used public transport and
delivered a lunch anywhere in the city within three hours
of picking it up from the customer’s own home! This was
done at a fraction of the cost of eating out, and with a flex-
ibility that allowed for a different delivery address every
day. Their ingenious system was written up in National
Geographic as an entrepreneurial marvel that inspired the
birth of Federal Express. Though monopolistic structures
are required to accomplish some very critical objectives, I
wondered if anyone realized the price they exact in lost
ingenuity and innovation. But as I was to learn later dur-
ing my tenure at Enron, unleashing entrepreneurial zeal
comes with a price of its own.
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In June of 1997 PGE was acquired by a large Texas
energy-trading company called Enron. The acquisition
was announced amidst a great deal of controversy and
media hype. Frisbee had relocated FirstPoint to a leased
space on the top of a microbrewery. My status had changed
from consultant to vice president of business development.
The acquisition meant that FirstPoint would also become
part of Enron, which was being written up in the local
press as arrogant, aggressive, and ruthless. Frisbee and I sat
in the microbrewery downstairs from our headquarters
speculating on how this change would affect FirstPoint’s
future. In many ways I welcomed the prospect of new lead-
ership. At least it might lift the yoke PGE’s monopoly cul-
ture was sure to place around FirstPoint’s growth. Every
interaction among Harrison, Hirko, and Frisbee brought
fundamental differences to the surface, exposing a deep
conflict between Frisbee’s entrepreneurial temperament
and PGE’s more cautious, loyalty-based culture. I was
delighted with the thought of Enron’s capitalistic culture
relieving FirstPoint of this ongoing emotional friction
among the leaders, and I was surprised to see that Frisbee
did not share my optimism about the takeover. Turns out,
he had a foreboding of the disastrous events to unfold.
Rather than relieving us of this cultural mismatch, the

Enron takeover actually compounded the problem, forcing
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Hirko and Harrison to emulate their new owners’ risk-
taking and bravado, but without the entrepreneurial back-
ground and ruthlessness that had helped Enron thrive
amidst the chaos of deregulation. Tempted by the nice cash
and momentum being generated by the western fiber-
optic venture, Hirko and Harrison announced they were
going to take over direct control of FirstPoint. Frisbee and
many on his team were outraged. A few others took advan-
tage of this turmoil and quickly pledged their allegiance to
Hirko, to be handsomely rewarded with quick promotions
into key roles. In their new roles, Hirko and Harrison’s first
initiative was the acquisition of a company called Modulus
that claimed to create revolutionary network-intelligence
software. Those of us familiar with the industry suspected
a con, but felt that our skepticism would be dismissed as
an emotional reaction to being taken out of power posi-
tions; we chose to remain silent. Next, they brought in a
woman by the name of Katherine Hepka, who had just
founded a company called Rhythms. She was loud, vulgar,
and manipulative. When Frisbee was asked to present
FirstPoint’s vision to her, she rudely interrupted his pres-
entation and tried to play those of us on his team against
each other. Frisbee left the meeting extremely agitated. The
next morning we learned that he had sawed off three of his
fingers while working in his wood shop, a particularly dev-
astating loss because it meant that he might never be able
to play the piano again.
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Enron invested heavily in Modulus and Rhythms, dis-
missing Frisbee’s concerns about the questionable strategic
shift this represented for FirstPoint. Angry and hurt,
Frisbee left the company and sued Hirko and Harrison.
His departure was followed by our CFODianeWhitaker’s,
who, in her usual outspoken manner, told Hirko he was
not qualified to build a communications company.
Unfortunately, none of these actions were sufficient to
make Hirko and Harrison aware that their business savvy
and analytical smarts were simply no substitute for the
“feel” and instincts required to be successful company
builders. Values such as loyalty and deference that served
them so well in the monopoly world would actually prove
to be handicaps in their future at Enron.
I decided that, rather than leave, I would come up with

a business venture involving Enron International to dis-
tance myself from FirstPoint. It appeared inevitable that
Hirko and Harrison would get played and undermined by
the abundantly flourishing con artists of the telecommuni-
cations industry. My positive image of Enron was quickly
transforming into intrigue. How could they not intervene
and stop FirstPoint from being destroyed? Were they inca-
pable of telling the difference between true entrepreneurs
and imposters, or did they not care? This was the begin-
ning of my initiation into the laissez-faire capitalism that
existed inside of Enron.
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My first formal introduction to Enron came when three
executives walked into my office one day and gave me a
quick orientation by offering the following principles
for success:

1. It takes just as much energy to chase after rabbits as it
does to go get an elephant. Go for the elephants.

2. Don’t try to boil the ocean.
3. You eat what you kill.

I recall being fascinated by the originality and pragmatism
of these principles. They sounded like something that
came out of the old hunting tribal cultures. These men
came across as so different from typical large-company
executives. Physically, they seemed quite restless,
obviously not used to sitting in long, drawn-out staff meet-
ings or planning sessions. They reminded me of the hus-
tlers I used to bump into in the streets of Hong Kong or
Bombay, always on the lookout for a deal. There was a
predatory feel to them, but in a charming sort of way.
Once you allowed yourself to be engaged by them, odds
were you would be talked into doing some sort of a deal
that you would probably regret later.
Although Hirko and Harrison were wary of my close

ties to Frisbee, I was eventually granted permission to take
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my new business proposal to Houston. I’m sure I never
received a clean bill of health from them, for I was never to
be included in the insider’s circle that developed around
these guys and created Enron Broadband Services. It ended
up costing Enron shareholders over a billion dollars. Over
the next three years I watched the unfolding of this sad
saga created by the failure to deliver on one claim after
another by a group of people chosen not for their entre-
preneurial instincts but for their loyalty, humility, and
social skills.
To prepare for my presentation, I decided to better

acquaint myself with Enron’s norms. I would stop people
who were visiting PGE from Houston and get them to talk
about the Enron way. It became clear that formal presenta-
tion was not the way to go. I was advised to put together a
“talking document” and warned that I might never get the
hyperenergetic Enron audience to go beyond the first two
pages. Getting the important points made before the
group went off in different directions was crucial. A slight-
ly different vocabulary was recommended, depending on
the audience: for Rebecca Mark’s Enron International (EI),
militaristic terminology such as “strategic grabbing of
beachheads” would be the most effective; at Jeff Skilling’s
Enron North America (ENA), trading terminology such as
“going short vs. going long” would get the point across
more effectively.
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With a talking document in my briefcase, and accom-
panied by Hirko, I flew on one of Enron’s corporate jets to
Houston to meet with the COO of Enron International, a
West Point graduate by the name of Joe Sutton. He shared
leadership with Mark, a Harvard Business School gradu-
ate. Placing an Ivy Leaguer with a West Point grad in the
CEO office seemed to be a pretty common practice at
Enron companies. Sutton, resembling the actor Burt
Lancaster in appearance, had the same peculiar restless
energy I had seen in my office a few days earlier. He
warned me that I would have to learn to push and shove
and be aggressive to make things happen at Enron
International. I told him that traveling in the subways of
Bombay had prepared me well for that.
My venture involved setting up a communications

business in South America, a project that would require
negotiations with everyone from private entrepreneurs to
bureaucrats in large government monopolies. Sutton gave
me a short spiel about the powerful contacts EI had with
high-level officials in these countries, if I needed to use
them. He also described the “dominant position” Enron
enjoyed in South America. After I got to South America, I
found out that EI’s ownership position in most companies
was actually very minor. There were several other compa-
nies involved as partners and most of them held Enron’s
brash arrogance in low esteem. Much of what Sutton had
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said about powerful contacts also turned out to be an exag-
geration. In the end, at the meeting in Houston I achieved
only half of my objective: my wish to relocate to Brazil was
granted, but I was asked to form a joint venture and report
to a board that included, besides Enron International lead-
ers, FirstPoint’s Joe Hirko and Ken Harrison.
Laissez-faire capitalism within Enron did not discrimi-

nate between wannabe entrepreneurs—the con men—and
the genuine ones. Both were equally nurtured by the
intoxicating environment, much like weeds and grass
growing side by side in an untended lawn. But however
dangerous, this was a logical, even invigorating, engine for
Enron’s greatest potentials. New worlds are not easily born,
and Enron sought nothing less than a new world in their
attempt to loosen potential commodities such as energy
and bandwidth from the grip of old monopolistic systems.
Con men—the energy released by the intensity of their
passions—helped the older, sclerotic systems break down,
so that new markets could be born.

Innovations this far-reaching require a radical mutation
in their environment to grow beyond a certain point. The
old ways have many systems, structures, and attitudes crys-
tallized around them. These must be destroyed for new
approaches to emerge. In the absence of such breakdowns,
an innovation like the Internet, for example, would have
remained confined to the military and university labs
where it was born. To catalyze more far-reaching changes,
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the economy seems to mobilize a special breed of people—
people so obsessed with self-interests that they end up
deceiving themselves and others. The intensity of their pas-
sion imbues them with the amorality of any destructive
force. In their energy, they are like the windstorms of fall
that strip trees of their leaves. Adam Smith, the proponent
of capitalism, was speaking of this type when he said:

And by directing his own industry in such a
manner as its produce may be of the greatest value, he
intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as in
many other cases, led by an invisible hand to
promote an end which was no part of his intention.
Nor is it always the worse for the society that it was
no part of it. By pursuing his own interest he fre-
quently promotes that of the society more effectually
than when he really intends to promote it. I have
never known much good done by those who affected
to trade for the public good.

Their purely selfish ways, combined with the shameless
amassing of wealth, often at the expense of many inno-
cents, earn these men the disgraceful title of con men.
Many of us are too overcome with disgust and moral con-
sternation to accept the systemic necessity of their role.
But if we can suspend judgment long enough to take a
look at our own national history, we will see them on the
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scene of every major innovation. Railroads, telegraph,
stock exchange, Internet—none of these would have found
wide-scale deployment without the coexistence of both the
innovators and the con men. To global audiences looking
at our experiment with capitalism, our squeamishness
about the con men that we cultivate and use—but are
quick to condemn—rightly comes across as hypocrisy.

Enron International was housed in the Allen Center, a
business complex adjacent to the Enron Tower, head-
quarters for Enron North America. The separation of
these two structures emblemized the rivalry between two
individuals, Rebecca Mark and Jeff Skilling. Each was
pursuing a singular vision of the future for Enron. The
winner would be awarded the coveted CEO position.
Mark’s vision was to assemble assets in the energy indus-
try worldwide to create a dominant position. This was
the old-fashioned way to make money, the way of the
Rockefellers and Morgans. Skilling hoped to position
Enron to crack open markets for products currently regu-
lated by the government, and then participate in these
markets as a trading house. His professors at Harvard
remembered him as an extremely bright student, impas-
sioned with ideas of free markets and capitalism. He had
successfully demonstrated the financial potential of his
vision by transforming Enron North America from a
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small pipeline company into a multibillion-dollar trading
enterprise.
Ken Lay, the founder and CEO of Enron, was a Ph.D.

in economics and had served as deputy undersecretary and
technical assistant to the Federal Energy Commission in
Washington, D.C. He set up a healthy competition
between Mark and Skilling, giving each of them free rein
and his support. He had important political connections
and supported Skilling’s vision of free markets by lobby-
ing hard for deregulation, with well-known if troubling,
success in the electricity markets of California. (One of his
tactics was to hire a small plane to circle the headquarters
of power monopolies while towing a big banner praising
deregulation.) He supported Mark by opening doors to the
offices of heads of state in foreign countries. By granting
each of his two leaders the freedom to pursue their indi-
vidual, and sometimes conflicting, self-interests, Lay set up
a capitalistic dynamic at the top of the corporation, one
that cascaded down to every level.
As I walked around the hallways of headquarters in

Houston, I was struck by the restless, kinetic energy that
permeated this vast organization. There were television
monitors everywhere, including inside the elevators,
lunchrooms, and the lobby. A huge banner announcing
Enron’s mission—to be the leading energy company of the
world—hung above the receptionist’s station in the lobby.
This banner was later replaced by a more ambitious one:
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to be the world’s leading company. The parking garage was
packed with Ferraris, BMWs, and muscle SUVs.
Prestigious spaces were not the reserved ones, but those
monitored by security cameras. People who worked late,
during the odd hours of the night, were awarded these
spots. The style of dress and arrangement of offices on each
floor gave it the look of a Wall Street firm; little clusters of
people gathered everywhere, on the tables by escalators, in
the hallways, and even in the restrooms.
The place was buzzing like a giant beehive. Twenty-

nine-year-olds were creating multibillion-dollar businesses
in gas and electricity. Fortune magazine had awarded
Enron the “most innovative company” award for six years
in a row—and this was during an era that saw the likes of
Cisco and Oracle. The pace at which the place pulsated
created a feeling of rush in some and an anxiety about get-
ting left behind in others. Clearly this culture had a bias
for quick action and against deliberate analysis. Even the
laid-off employees who saw their lifetime savings wiped
out by Enron’s bankruptcy a few years later talked about
suffering from withdrawal symptoms. They missed the
whirlwind of energy in these buildings.
Enron’s mission of transforming restrictive gas, elec-

tricity, and bandwidth monopolies into open markets
was not trivial. All of these commodities were embedded
in heavily regulated monopoly structures. An expensive
and elaborate infrastructure that supported a certain way
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of doing things had developed and solidified over time.
Even more deeply institutionalized was a whole set of
power structures and attitudes. In the early eighties I
spent four years as a consultant, working almost exclu-
sively with Pacific Bell while it was being spun off of
AT&T. I had been stunned by the extent to which
monopolistic attitudes and mind-sets were ingrained in
the hundreds of thousands of Pacific Bell employees.
Changing this multitrillion-dollar world of energy and
communications required the economic equivalent of a
national revolution.
Enron needed to create a moblike energy for their task,

one that only Adam Smith’s relentless pursuers of
self-interest could come up with. To attract and cultivate
such an army of zealots, Enron was internally designed
along free market principles. Every level of the organiza-
tion invited opportunistic risk-taking. Just as Walt Disney
had asked every employee at his theme parks to view
himself as part of a performing cast, Enron cast every
employee as a potential dealmaker.
Anyone at any level could initiate and pursue a deal,

and all profitable deals were rewarded promptly. At Enron
International, an employee could receive up to three per-
cent of the earnings generated by his deal, no strings
attached. This could easily run into the millions. The deal-
maker was free to distribute the bounty as he pleased,
usually as rewards to people who helped him close the deal,
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including his superiors. Elsewhere in Enron, the same thing
was accomplished by making bonuses the most significant
chunk of an employee’s compensation, and then tying those
to the value of deals the employee was involved in closing.
One of the most novel elements of Enron’s design was

to compel employees to promote their deals inside the
company, simply to gain access to company resources. No
one was entitled to anything. Support groups such as legal
and finance could allocate their efforts based on their own
estimation of a deal. If they chose right and supported a
high-stakes deal that succeeded, they made a lot of money
when the dealmaker handed out his rewards. This created
interesting dynamics about trust—how could you sell a
deal without giving away control and still make it attractive
enough to gain coveted resources? The net overall effect of
these dynamics was the awesome competitive energy gener-
ated in every part of the company. Manipulating others,
devising spins and stories, doing whatever it took to move
a deal forward were all part of this ruthless, tribal, capitalis-
tic culture.
A crucial last step was to institute controls that assured

fair and efficient evaluation of the deals. The loosely held,
free-electronlike dealmakers were bound to a tight nu-
cleus of underwriters and risk evaluators. Once, a senator
asked Skilling if he concurred with his media image of
being a control freak. Skilling replied that he saw himself
as more of a controls freak. The discipline and uniformity
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with which deals were subjected to risk assessments were
essential to convince everyone that each deal was going to
receive a fair evaluation. This required an elaborate and
confusing system of accounting.
Unlike most companies with a few products and a

relatively well-defined value-adding stream, Enron had
literally hundreds of deals closing each week with a wide
range of variety and complexity. At the close of any
accounting cycle, each transaction was recognized for not
only the actual but also the potential expenses and earnings
it would bring in. Errors made in judging the potential had
to be adjusted in later accounting cycles. The sheer volume
and variety of transactions made the system almost impen-
etrable. Enron was heavily criticized for this lack of trans-
parency by the media and Congress, but these complaints
were founded in confusion and an inability to grasp and
categorize Enron’s way of doing things. Most of them came
down to complaining that self-interested parties were pur-
suing their self-interest through structures that were in fact
common and perfectly legal.

Enron’s thousands of special-purpose companies came
under especially heavy attack. My western fiber-optic
venture was typical of the many such entities at Enron. It
had been set up as a separate limited liability partnership
called FTV Communications. FTV was financed by—in
addition to Enron—Montana Power and Williams
Communications. Each of these companies lent an execu-
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tive to FTV for governance. As an Enron executive, my
place on the FTV board required me to wear two hats. Any
conflicts of interest between these roles were managed by
the carefully structured bylaws of FTV and Enron’s Code
of Conduct, a document published and circulated quite
regularly among executives. Abuses of this system—such as
Andrew Fastow’s alleged hiding of losses off the Enron
books, or corollary exaggerations of earnings—could have
happened under any accounting regime. The complexity
of Enron’s approach (and, not insignificantly, the arrogant
freewheeling culture of the company itself ) helped Fastow
and others commit enormous deceptions without detec-
tion, but the system itself was not inherently corrupt.
Special-purpose company structures were actually quite
effective in sustaining legitimate entrepreneurial motiva-
tions and creating flexibility in the way each deal was
structured. It enabled the participation of outside entities
in particular ventures without allowing infiltration into
other parts of Enron.

Alongside my official role as a company vice president, I
soon found myself evolving into a kind of corporate
anthropologist. I was invited to visit different parts of the
company as word got around that I had been involved in
closing early deals that launched the communications
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business. The physicist and engineer in me saw this as an
opportunity to observe the inner workings of this fascinat-
ing company. I frequently traveled to headquarters in
Houston and Enron offices in India, Brazil, the
Philippines, Bolivia, and Argentina.
Watching dealmakers at work was like watching a mob

function at an epic scale. Each person dressed and acted as
if his or her deal was going to be the next big money-
maker. There was a peculiar swagger, much like what one
can expect to find with the kind of exhibitionism that
thrives amidst a mob. Every member both draws and gen-
erates attention. An energy phenomenon happens: Each
individual becomes like a plane of glass crystal bouncing
energy off to others, until a critical mass is reached and
the reaction becomes self-generating. If walking into a
typical large corporation was like stepping into a neatly
arranged atomic table, walking into Enron was like step-
ping into the atom itself, with electrons swooshing by in
all directions. One quickly felt the risk of being over-
whelmed and lost in the chaotic movements. Yet there was
also a clear sense of a pulsating energy field that somehow
kept all of these helter-skelter movements in place and
prevented them from collapsing into each other. Going to
work for me had become more like going to the theater. I
was quite amused by the incredible finesse with which
novice dealmakers would string together their sketchy
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knowledge of a subject to promote their deals. I had never
seen anything like this in my twenty-five-year career in
corporate America.
Within a couple of months after the meeting with Joe

Sutton in Houston, I relocated to Brazil and began setting
up a joint venture company with ownership shared by
Enron International and Enron Communications. This
venture’s first task, in keeping with Enron’s deal-based
approach, was to scout the region for deals that, if
executed independently of each other, would lead to a suc-
cessful telecommunications business. Organizationally, I
reported to a board that included, in addition to Hirko
and Harrison, the resident CEOs of the Latin region, Jim
Bannantine, a West Point alum, and Diomedes
Christodoulu, from the London School of Economics.
Bannantine was intense, analytical, and quick.
Christodoulu was shrewd and emotionally explosive, with
a Mafioso-like presence. I remember going to Bannantine
once to complain that one of the executives at Shell was
laying obstacles in the way of my project. His response was
“Let’s threaten him, find a way to scare him.” I was
shocked and wondered if that was his West Point training.
Similarly, it wasn’t at all uncommon to see Christodoulu
scream at one of the developers in the room during our
staff meetings: “What the hell do you mean that you can-
not get the son of a bitch to talk to you? Grab him by the
balls and squeeze till he talks, and don’t come back until he
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does!” The telecommunications industry in South America
was in various stages of privatization and deregulation;
restructuring was expected to open up opportunities for
new players, at least those that could move quickly enough
to get into the game. I saw my mission as securing early
advantages that Enron could later use as chips, much like
in a gambling casino, to be able to get into any game that
emerged from this churn.
My team and I were given offices on the sixth floor of a

very imposing São Paulo high-rise affectionately nick-
named “Robo Cop II” by taxi drivers. Enron occupied
three floors in the building. These housed pipeline devel-
opers, lawyers, engineers, and hundreds of dealmakers,
many from the finest of South American schools. Every
now and then, conference rooms were taken over by small
armies of people, mobilized from different parts of Enron
to push a deal through to closure. The offices were busy as
early as seven in the morning, often until past ten at night.
Word got around quite quickly that I had come to Brazil
to start up a communications business, a relatively new
field for Enron. People would stop by my office fishing to
see what deals I had in the works. Some would make a
point of letting me know that they were on the lookout for
juicier rewards than what the overharvested fields of gas
and electricity had to offer. I was quite impressed that the
conversations purely and immediately focused on deals, as
opposed to the polite get-to-know-you chitchat typical
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when a new person comes to an office. I soon started
utilizing these conversations to get new contacts and intro-
ductions. As long as I could sustain the image of having
access to a new grazing pasture of deals, I would get all the
resources and cooperation I needed.
I started meeting with local businessmen, state officials,

diplomats, and business developers, sniffing my way
through the business scene in South America. I felt very
fortunate that Enron left me alone to carry out this rather
obscure, intuitive phase of development. Bannantine and
Christodoulu, having been entrepreneurs themselves,
understood this part of the process. At most companies I
would have been asked to account for my activities on a
regular basis. I could see why Enron was able to attract and
retain some of the finest business developers: they were
given the space and time to do their work. Of course, there
were some who abused this privilege and treated themselves
to conferences in exotic resorts and outlandish expense
accounts. One of my colleagues would routinely turn in
monthly expense reports in excess of $60,000. My team
members were quite disturbed by the outrageous extrava-
gance of this fellow worker. It was not easy to get them to
accept that laissez-faire capitalism requires faith that a few
true hunters will come up with big enough kills to make up
for all the exploitations of scoundrels. To presume that any
informed regulator could distinguish the hunters from the
scoundrels in advance is pure arrogance.
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Managed capitalism, as seductive a concept as it has
been for many economists, is simply going against the very
essence of capitalism. And anyhow, individuals in control
are rarely able to stomach the depth of destruction required
for real renewal to occur. I remember Tom Peters, the
keynote speaker at an Enron Management Conference in
2000, sharing some remarkable observations. He was dis-
cussing the U.S. economy’s superiority over Europe’s. He
attributed this to the capacity (I think he used the word
“audacity”) of the U.S. economy to eliminate thousands of
jobs. The point was that the U.S. economy has a regenera-
tive capacity that the European economy lacks. Enron was
willing to tap into exactly this kind of regenerative power.
But Americans can be squeamish about destruction. (At

the very least, we’re accustomed to exporting capitalism’s
destructive side to other countries; Enron’s final, perhaps
most deeply wounding, offense was to bring this destruc-
tive potential back home to Houston where it cost tens of
thousands of workers their jobs and savings.) By contrast,
many Eastern cultures consider destruction to be a pre-
requisite for renewal and regeneration, for example, the
notion of Shiva in the Hindu trinity, though this does not
make capitalism’s impacts much easier to bear.
Regeneration often manifests in novel forms and shapes,
and it can be difficult to recognize these as continuations
of the original entity. A larva’s death and the emergence of
the butterfly provide a good example. Death brings
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renewal. So it is with capitalism. Adam Smith was aware of
this regenerative capacity:

The uniform, constant, and uninterrupted effort of
every man to better his condition, the principle from
which public and national, as well as private opu-
lence is originally derived, is frequently powerful
enough to maintain the natural progress of things
toward improvement, in spite both of the extrava-
gance of government, and of the greatest errors of
administration. Like the unknown principle of ani-
mal life, it frequently restores health and vigor to the
constitution, in spite, not only of the disease, but
also of the absurd prescriptions of the doctor.

Any cultural bias that associates destruction with failure
provokes our longing for a fix, a doctor, usually in the form
of government intervention. We tend to forget, in these
painful moments, that managed capitalism is somewhat of
an oxymoron. Managed captialism is much like hoping for
a butterfly without having to lose the larva. And politicians
are quick to exploit this frustrated desire by establishing a
watchdog role for themselves—despite history’s repeated
reminder that every phase of the process is a critical
component in this complex energy gestalt that powers
innovation.
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Within a few months my team and I had come up with a
series of deals that would give us what we needed. All of
the international voice and data traffic from Brazil and
neighboring countries had to go through submarine cables
that landed in Forteleza, a port at the country’s northeast-
ern tip. The route to Forteleza was controlled by a local
long-distance monopoly called Embratel. This choice of
landing location for the cables had been determined by
military contingencies during World War II and had no
commercial relevance. Most of the new players entering
the market found it too expensive to build 3,000 miles of
fiber optics to Forteleza, so we decided an alternate route
could be built linking many commercially important cities
by going across Bolivia to the Chilean coast, and then
hooking up with submarine cables landing on that coast.
Enron International had just agreed to build a gas pipeline
from Brazil to Bolivia with a bunch of partners, and I had
made sure we inserted a clause giving any shareholder the
right to purchase use of the pipeline corridor for fiber-
optic installation.
Our next task was to begin negotiating with the part-

nering pipeline companies for access to the corridors. A
series of deals could then be put together so that Enron
only had to build certain sections and fill out the rest by
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swapping fibers with other companies involved in the
region. These ranged from politically powerful local con-
sortiums to large multinational energy giants such as Shell,
AES, and British Petroleum. My early meetings felt very
awkward. I began to sense some strong undercurrents of
envy and defiance directed at us. Our partners had seen
Enron, a relative newcomer in the energy world, come into
extremely difficult markets such as India and Latin
America, and pull off very high-profile and controversial
projects. In India, it was the first power plant ever to be
owned and majority-controlled by a foreign entity. In
Latin America, it was successful closure of the gas pipeline
project from Bolivia to Brazil, a project that had gone
nowhere despite over fifty years of discussions between the
two countries. The swagger and flamboyance Enron’s
executives displayed were even more disconcerting to the
established companies who had convinced themselves of
the virtues of deference and humility.

I called up Sutton to alert him of the intentions of
these old guards to block Enron’s access to pipeline corri-
dors in spite of our legal rights. Sutton assured me repeat-
edly that Enron would take them to the courts and fight
for the access. He reminded me of Enron’s history in
India, where we had fought and won twenty-four law-
suits. Enron had also beaten back a major effort by local
activists and politicians to abort the project. I was person-
ally familiar with the efforts of a powerful activist by the
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name of Medha Patkar. She had organized rallies and led
demonstrations to get Enron to stop construction of the
power plant. The car carrying Rebecca Mark to the plant
site was stopped on several occasions and her entourage
was brutally beaten up. None of this deterred Enron from
completing construction. Sutton’s reassurances convinced
me, and my team charged ahead, putting pieces of our
deals together.
With considerable hard work and resourcefulness, we

managed to put a series of contracts in place that could be
triggered into execution as soon as access to the corridors
was secured. This enormously complex effort involved
finding and hiring the right consultants and lawyers to
overcome objections from local monopolies, developing
friendships with well-connected families, and building a
delicately balanced domino-line of deals that would serve
the interests of everyone involved.
Meanwhile, reports of failures to deliver by the compa-

nies Joe Hirko and Ken Harrison had brought to Enron
began trickling back to us. Enron had made public prom-
ises to develop an intelligent network that could seamlessly
move bandwidth around, transcending any incompatibili-
ties of hardware and software. Modulus—the company
Hirko and Harrison had acquired—failed to come even
close to delivering on this promise. Rhythms, another early
investment, saw its stock temporarily rise and then col-
lapse, leaving a huge gap in promised earnings.
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Meanwhile, millions of dollars had been spent to build
additional fiber-optic routes in North America that lay
there with no buyers in sight. Enron’s stock was at an all-
time high and climbing, but Enron Broadband’s business
model was beginning to show serious cracks.
Some of their promises had been critical in securing

agreements with key individuals in the South American
deal, and the news of failures from Houston had begun to
weaken their resolve. To make sure our South American
venture still had support, I flew back to Texas to meet with
the Executive Committee, made up of senior executives
representing all Enron businesses. On the way I stopped
in Portland and presented the status of our activities to
Hirko and Harrison. They helped me develop a summary
presentation for the Houston audience. While in
Portland, I also met with Frisbee, who had just settled his
lawsuit out of court. He was still feeling deeply offended
and embittered. Frisbee warned me of Hirko and
Harrison’s caprice and deviousness and told me to be care-
ful. I felt quite touched by his concern and braced myself
for the events to come.
On the plane the next day to Houston, I reviewed my

presentation again with Hirko to ensure his agreement
with my key premises. The Executive Committee was an
all-day affair and presenters were allotted time slots. I was
scheduled to go in at about 3 p.m. These meetings were
often contentious, in part because Jeff Skilling had
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granted Hirko dominion over all communications-relat-
ed deals. This type of central control was unusual at
Enron, and several of the executives on this committee
were frustrated by the drag Hirko’s oversight placed on
the entrepreneurial zeal of their own employees. Hirko
was often in a position of having to justify the need for
his unusual centralization of authority. As I walked into
the meeting, I sensed that some heated debates had just
taken place between Hirko and the regional heads. I had
barely gotten into my presentation when Hirko started
attacking my premises, the very same ones he had helped
me develop only a few hours before. Apparently he had
orchestrated this display to show the others in the room
the importance of his controls. I left the room feeling
betrayed and embarrassed.
When I returned to Brazil, I discovered that Hirko had

assigned me a new boss. This new fellow had been a man-
ager at PGE and worked for Hirko for many years. He
emulated many of Hirko’s gestures and appeared to be a
product of the same instinct-shaping effects of the monop-
oly world. When I announced his appointment, my team
was quite upset and demoralized. They were hoping that
Hirko, with the disappointing results of his actions to
date, had finally come to realize the need for bringing a
true industry visionary on board. My team now knew
that Hirko’s criterion for choosing leaders was loyalty and
not competence and that I, their leader, did not meet that
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criterion. Our only solace was the support we had higher
up among Enron International’s leaders, principally
Rebecca Mark.
At the end of 1999Mark was removed from her position

as CEO of Enron International. The organization she had
worked so hard to build was taken away from her and
given to Skilling, a clear indication from the board of their
preference for Skilling’s vision of a trade-based Enron.
Mark’s goals—accumulate real assets first, then deal—were
dismissed in favor of asset-light, high-stakes gambling.
Back home, that approach was generating spectacular
growth in Enron’s stock price from a market filled with
irrational exuberance about “the new economy.” By
removing Mark, Ken Lay had chosen potential trade value
over the value of real assets at hand. As a consolation prize,
Mark was given the initial funding to build a new enter-
prise in the water industry, a company that she named
Azurix. Though I had never met her, I had developed such
tremendous respect for Mark as an entrepreneur that I
decided then to go meet her and learn firsthand what she
thought of this new turn of events in Enron’s boardroom.

Going about the region in my hunt for deals, the subject
of Rebecca Mark had invariably come up. I was told that,
at a conference in San Diego, she had suddenly announced
Enron’s intentions to conquer South America. Unlike most
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corporate women in senior positions, she didn’t hesitate to
set aside her gray suits in favor of dashing miniskirts. She
once showed up for a company party on an elephant, only
to appear a few minutes later in a leather biker’s outfit with
a Harley and a tattooed fellow rider. She was also known
for her incredible negotiating skills and her access to heads
of state. She enjoyed true celebrity status in countries
where she did business. I knew of children in India writing
school essays on Mark. People used to walk up to her for
autographs. For a woman of such notoriety and charm to
lose power at Enron seemed most puzzling.
I asked a trusted mutual friend and a well-connected

consultant, Dr. Hukai, to see if he could arrange for me to
meet Mark. The date was set, and as I walked up to Rio de
Janeiro’s Copa Cabana Palace Hotel to meet her for break-
fast, I realized that I had given her no specific
reason for our meeting. “I have no idea why I have been
wanting to meet you,” I told her as we shook hands. She
laughed. “Don’t worry, now that we have met, it will soon
become clear to both of us.” I told her about my concerns
with Enron’s focus on the stock price—Skilling’s pitch to
become asset-light, exaggerated claims of success in the
bandwidth-trading business—all of it just seemed too
far-fetched and unsettling. “Ultimately, we all have to
make money the old-fashioned way,” she said. There was a
long pause after that. I sensed that she had unsuccessfully
tried to make that same point to the board members. She
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had lost to Skilling because he offered them the immediate
gratification of stock price increases, while she was build-
ing for the longer term.
At her invitation, I agreed to spend the rest of the day

with her. The hotel was full of media people, management
from a company that had just been taken over by Mark’s
new venture, Azurix, her immediate staff, and so on. At
lunch, she asked if anyone had seen the movie The Matrix
and if they could explain the plot to her. The entire day
felt like a dance orchestrated by her immense energy. All
of the arguments and objections seemed suspended in her
presence. Skepticism simply melted away. It seemed quite
natural to me that she would be capable of getting any-
thing from anyone.
Rebecca Mark’s departure created an acute loss of iden-

tity in Enron International. Her vision and convictions
had inspired many of us to achieve the impossible. The
experience of going through these battles had created a
strong sense of camaraderie. The champions of my project
were among these people, and they felt their sphere of
influence collapsing. Mark’s loss signified Enron’s seduc-
tion with short-term gains and an obsession with stock
price. This was further reinforced by press releases we
started receiving, particularly from Enron Broadband
Services, full of claims quite clearly designed to keep the
stock price moving up. I had to find out if the promises
made by Sutton to support the fight for our rightful access
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to pipeline corridors would be kept by Jeff Skilling’s
new regime.
I soon received an invitation to meet with Skilling on his

upcoming visit to Brazil. Several fellow business developers
and I spent a day with him going over specific deals. His
manner was extremely professional; there were no editorials
or soapbox speeches. His questions were sincere and pre-
cise. He showed an amazing grasp of the details of each
business endeavor, both at the strategic level and at the num-
bers level. His manner was direct, courteous, and not
patronizing in any way. Our discussions with him reminded
me of my conversations in Palo Alto cafés with Silicon
Valley entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. It wasn’t long
before I also recognized his cold aloofness as that of a typi-
cal trader.
I remember once being introduced to a man who made

his living by trading. A sign that hung on his office door
became the most telling clue to a trader’s soul. It said,
“Nothing Is Sacred.” To a trader, almost everything in life
comes to represent a “short position” (which implies that
it has to be sold or bought, quickly, without any hesita-
tion) or a “long position.” The slightest delay, trembling
of hands in placing of the order to buy or sell, could mean
the difference between victory and defeat. The ability to
act in this manner requires or creates in a trader a certain
aloofness, a detachment from all things. In some ways this
is a Zen-like equanimity, but to ordinary people who get
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attached to things this attitude can seem cold and ruth-
less. When I finally asked Skilling a direct question about
fighting for Enron’s rights to access pipeline corridors, his
answer came across as evasive. Fighting to build assets for
long-term potential didn’t fit in his trader’s framework.
Building an asset was a long-term investment, and at the
moment his portfolio needed some short-term gains.
At dinner that evening, Skilling walked over to me

with a drink and confessed his trepidation about articu-
lating the telecom business to analysts and media at an
upcoming meeting. He was struggling for the right words
to use in his planned announcement of Enron’s foray into
bandwidth trading. He talked about some of the boasts
being fed to him by the leaders of Enron Broadband
Services. Skilling couldn’t understand why they weren’t
giving him language he could use to communicate with
the analysts. Noticing my discomfort, he asked if I was
skeptical. I told him that when I came across people
claiming something was too profound to be captured in
clear language, I often discovered they actually lacked
conviction about what they were peddling; they probably
didn’t want to be held accountable for their claims. I
thought he was being naïve and accepting at face value
what some of the con artists were spinning off to him, but
I didn’t express this. Having seen his brilliant grasp of very
complex ideas earlier that day, I was struggling to reconcile
this obvious naïveté regarding people. Could it be that his
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ideological enthusiasm made him somewhat blind to the
realities of the people around him? Or could it be that he
had accepted con artists to be part of the recipe for creat-
ing a capitalistic drive within the company? Skilling
appeared to have invested in creating real free-market con-
ditions within Enron—and he was rewarded by an energy
field that made profitable innovations pop up at the same
time as it allowed destructive con men to thrive.
During the dinner, Sutton, who was also present, told

everyone about Enron’s investment in building a data cen-
ter in India and promised that this would blossom into a
fabulous business. As I watched Skilling’s appreciative reac-
tion I wondered if he was aware of all the regulatory issues
in India that would make this deal impossible. I walked
away from that conversation thinking that Skilling was
aware of Sutton’s con, but had decided to look the other
way. He needed Sutton for his enthusiasm, not his
integrity.
I had several interactions with Skilling after that and

became quite intrigued by his obsession with Enron’s stock
price. He indulged in hip business jargon such as “network
structure” and “virtual vertical integration” to suggest a new
economy company image. He argued that the fundamental
equation underlying the growth of companies had changed
because of technologies such as the Internet, and claimed,
rather disastrously, that any belief in building large asset-
based companies was simply a reflection of an inability to
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grasp the new reality. The market applauded his new econ-
omy rhetoric with a stock price that had doubled in just a
few months, even as those short-term gains seemed to set
the stage for a future collapse (particularly as they were
being built on the promise of liquidation of so many of
the real assets Mark and a legion of Enron operatives had
accumulated in the last years). Caught up in the irrational
exuberance of the stock market, shareholders continued to
ask for more; Skilling had the talent and ability to deliver
on it. But should a CEO serve his masters so blindly, or is
it his job to lead them away from their more shortsighted
impulses? Skilling never struck me as anyone’s lackey; his
pursuit of higher stock valuations was never meant simply
to win favor with his bosses. All my interactions with him
led me to believe that Skilling’s reason for giving share-
holders whatever they needed was to buy himself the time
and space in which to experiment with his own capitalistic
ideologies. Rising stock prices gave him the cover he need-
ed to experiment with capitalism inside Enron. Many in
the media believed that Skilling’s obsession with stock
price was driven by personal greed. His cashing in of $66
million worth of Enron stock was cited as evidence of such
motivation. But $66 million is not a sizable amount when
compared to the compensation packages of Fortune 500
company CEOs; it’s insignificant, it just isn’t sufficient to
explain Skilling’s intensity in regard to stock price. Skilling
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needed high stock price numbers to keep his Enron exper-
iment from being second-guessed.
My team and I were dealt another blow by the

announcement that a young man I knew had been assigned
as our new regional vice president. I had hired him as a jun-
ior financial analyst only a couple of years before. His
father and Ken Harrison were old family friends, and
Harrison had brought in his résumé. He was highly regard-
ed by Joe Hirko as well. Our new boss played an excellent
game, putting up a front that reinforced the myths that
Hirko and Harrison shared about entrepreneurship, but
from what I was able to see, he hadn’t accomplished any-
thing of value for Enron in his two years except running
up huge expenses and building a large team that also had
nothing to show for their time. My team not only doubt-
ed his competence, they were quite disturbed by his self-
serving ways and lack of integrity. This new appointment
was the beginning of the end. By now, Hirko must have
sensed that his days at Enron were numbered. News of the
failure of Enron Broadband’s initiatives was beginning to
reach shareholders and analysts, and now Hirko began
doing his loyal few every favor within his power.
Soon after taking the job, our new boss informed me

and a member of my team, Brian, that we needed to repa-
triate back to the U.S. He had absolutely no idea what our
assignments were to be on our return, but insisted that we
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had to go. We made a last-ditch effort to get our Brazilian
partners to approve our proposal to purchase
corridor rights, but as I had expected, it was denied. People
who had promised to support me in putting up a legal
fight were no longer with Enron. All of our hard work had
been in vain.
I flew back to Houston to meet with the head of the

newly formed bandwidth-trading floor. His name was Jim
Fallon. He offered me a job, saying that he needed people
with communications-industry background to comple-
ment his traders, most of whom were from the energy
industry. My family was hoping to return to our home in
Portland, but I persuaded them to put up with the incon-
venience a bit longer and relocate to Houston instead. We
packed our belongings and moved into a temporary apart-
ment within two weeks of being asked to repatriate. On
my first day at the new job, I noticed that Fallon’s enthu-
siasm about me had vanished. Instead of helping me fit
into my new setting, he seemed to go to great lengths to
make sure that I knew I was being ignored. I was hurt by
his behavior and wanted to resign, but the fact that I had
subjected my family to hardships for this job kept me from
giving in.
Suddenly, one fine day, I received a message from, let’s

call himWaldo (a nickname I had given this man who had
so often appeared before me in unexpected places within
Enron). It was an invitation to lunch at a restaurant far
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away from the Enron building. I knew Waldo from South
America, where I had seen him often. As I drove up to
meet with him, I remembered his Southern drawl and
oddly inquisitive mannerisms. He started off, as he
usually did, by asking me a series of questions about my
assignment and how I felt about my new job. He then
looked around to make sure that no one was listening, and
told me that I had been set up. His theory was that some-
one higher up in the organization had become aware of the
fact that a couple of executives in South America were up
to no good. Enron could get into tremendous legal trouble
if this were to come out in the open. He claimed to have
copies of papers proving the involvement of Enron and
another Texas energy company in events that caused him
great alarm.
The reason many of us were being asked to repatriate to

the U.S. had absolutely nothing to do with any need for
our services. It was simply to be able to keep a watch on
us, to ascertain if we knew of these events and whether we
were talking to anyone about them. There was a list of sev-
eral people who were suspected of knowing, and each was
being asked to repatriate to Houston on the pretext of a
made-up job offer. He had tested this by asking people
who offered him jobs to describe in detail what the job
would be. After some back and forth, the job offers were
suddenly withdrawn. The pressure was still on him and his
family to move back, but he was determined not to put
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them through unnecessary relocations. He was torn
between his fiduciary responsibility to blow the whistle
and the safety of his family, particularly while they were
still residing overseas. He thought it was quite possible that
an attempt could be made to harm them if the wrong peo-
ple found out that he knew about the questionable
transactions.
I drove back to the office not knowing whether Waldo’s

paranoia was getting the best of him or if he was just put-
ting an extra spin on facts that were basically accurate. His
theory certainly helped make sense out of my situation.
Waldo asked me to be careful about what I said on the
phone and in the e-mails I wrote. Only a couple of days
after our meeting, I found out that an individual who sat
next to me, also a vice president who spent several years in
South America, had been fired. Rumors were they had
found inappropriate correspondence in his e-mails with an
ex-employee. Another senior attorney, a friend of mine,
was suddenly asked to leave for bizarre reasons: not paying
traffic fines on his company car and a show of poor atti-
tude. This at least proved that many employees were being
closely watched. Several months went by without any
change in my situation. I wasn’t assigned any duties or
invited to any staff meetings, and Fallon, my boss, refused
to meet with me in spite of repeated requests. Based on
several other incidents that followed, I had to accept
Waldo’s bizarre theory as an explanation of my
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situation. Soon enough an exodus began at senior man-
agement levels. Executives were leaving one by one for
“personal reasons.” Skilling resigned and left Enron on the
same day I did, August 14, 2001. By November 2, the
destruction was complete and Enron filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection.

I recall during Skilling’s Congressional hearing when a
puzzled senator asked for an explanation of who was at the
helm of this ship called Enron. Why was the captain
asleep? The true answer was that there wasn’t any captain.
This ship was not designed upon principles of Command
or Tradition; it was designed on the principles of capital-
ism. The essence of capitalism lies in leaving the role of
controller to an impersonal market process.
During the hearings, it was sickening to watch the

shenanigans of those other pursuers of self-interest, the
senators. Their theatrics of taking offense at the immoral
acts of Enron were made all the more ironic by a little win-
dow that kept popping up on the TV screen showing the
contributions each had received from Enron. Finally one
senator asked Skilling to explain what had caused Enron to
fail. His response was startling and yet not out of keeping
with the Jeff Skilling I came to know:
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Well, I’ll tell you I appreciate the question, and I am
surprised that more people haven’t asked the ques-
tion before. I believe that this was a classic run on the
bank. There is a problem—there is a problem that I
believe is what the economists call a systemic prob-
lem that is in our economy today—that I think you
all ought to be addressing. And what the systemic
problem is, there is something called MAC clauses
that have started creeping into financing in all levels
of organizations, in all sorts of different financial
transactions. The derivatives business—I mean, you
are all familiar with the derivatives business—world-
wide it is probably a couple hundred trillion dollars
of contracts that are outstanding. Most of those
contracts conform to ISDA standards—ISDA is the
International Swap Dealers Association. All of those
contracts have something called a material adverse
change clause in them. What happened is that in the
old days, in the 1880s when there was a run on the
bank, it was the bank that went under. What’s hap-
pened now is that the banks can pull their money
out of a company that is threatened. And if some-
body walks into the—you know, claiming an
accounting fraud, it’s tantamount to walking, in the
business world it’s tantamount to walking into a
crowded theater and screaming “Fire”—everybody
runs for the exits. And there are these triggers in all
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of these financial contracts, in all of these loans, that
mean that a modest problem that can be dealt
with—these are not big numbers in the grand
scheme of Enron Corporation—if we had time.

If I were in charge of the world, probably what I
would do is to mandate that federally insured
deposit institutions have to strike those contract
structures from their lending and from their swap
agreements. I mean, I think this is—I mean, that’s
my hypothesis—you may look at it and find out it is
just totally not true. But it was a run on the bank. It
was a liquidity problem.

It felt to me as if Skilling had forsaken Fifth Amendment
protections and chosen to testify—even at risk to his per-
sonal well-being—only to make the above point. This free-
market zealot wanted to expose the government’s interven-
tion in the market process as the chief villain in Enron’s
failure. One could fault him for his human insensitivity as
a trader, but not without at least mixed admiration for his
devotion to capitalism.
The embarrassment and pain Enron has inflicted on

so many make us wonder about the wisdom of embrac-
ing capitalism, with its inherently unrestrained nature. In
our moments of anguish, we even indulge our hopes for
a managed version of capitalism that could give us inno-
vation and dynamism without the ugly side effects of
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cons and swindles. A search through the headlines of our
newspapers over the last 200 years makes it clear that
Enrons have always been part of our economy. Each
occurrence is followed by a resolve to tighten controls
and regulations only to see yet another Enron emerge a
few years later. Perhaps it is time to be honest with our-
selves and accept the fact that we will continue to create
Enrons in our future. They are necessary manifestations
of capitalism’s underlying process. To think of Enron as
an aberration is to say no to capitalism. We can regulate
and legislate and do all we can to slow or stifle the
reemergence of Enron’s methods, but they will reemerge,
and with capitalism they will thrive. Either that, or we
will see the slow atrophying of the larger capitalist exper-
iment. This acceptance and honesty may make us, as a
nation, less hypocritical and more tolerant of societies
that choose not to embrace capitalism.
Robert Frisbee and I have met quite often in the years

since he left Enron. I was touched by the depth of his
anger and hurt. He went through a painful back surgery
with a slow and prolonged recovery. He kept being aston-
ished by the claims made in the media by the con men
who had swindled him out of his company and gone on
to amass major fortunes. He couldn’t understand why no
one within Enron or elsewhere was calling their bluff.
Building an innovation only to have it stolen before it can
show its full potential is a pattern that he has gone
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through more than once in his career. It seems to be a pat-
tern quite commonplace in our economy. It doesn’t seem
to take much to swindle these sensitive souls. However,
along with fragility, sensitivity also endows them with
resilience, and already I see some of the old exuberance
resurfacing in Frisbee’s music and his humor. I can almost
hear the footsteps of a renewed spirit returning. It won’t
be long before he is at it again.
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Pravin J. Jain is a writer and business innovator who
lives and works in Fremont, California. From 1997-
2001 he worked for Enron International, ultimately as
an Executive Vice President.
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